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PRESIDENT’S REPORT
I have just returned from the South Island after completing the “West Coast Wilderness
Trail Ride”, a reasonably demanding journey which starts at the old mining town of Ross
and finishes in Greymouth over a 3 day/4 night timeframe. The timetable precluded any
fishing activity but the route takes you across and beside some absolutely beautiful, ginclear streams where brown trout of up to 3kg’s could be seen quietly tailing in the current.
While some of the water was a bit challenging given the mature bush surrounds, other areas
were literally flowing through paddocks with no back cast obstacles. The clear streams
were invariably spring-fed while the other “tea-coloured” ones emanated from the forested
areas up on the surrounding hills and mountains. In one instance, a slow boat trip up the
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Mahinapua Stream saw brown trout aggressively chasing shoals of whitebait along the
bankside and a White Heron (Kotuku) patrolling the edges sharing in the bounty. Needless
to say, I am already formulating plans for a return trip but to substitute cycle shorts and
helmet with waders and fly fishing gear! One of the other attractions of the West Coast is
its relative “emptiness”. The distance from Karamea in the north to Haast in the south is
roughly the same as Auckland to Wellington but the population is only some 25,000 people
so the opportunities for undisturbed, quiet angling are unlimited.
Our recent annual club trip to Lake Otamangakau in March confirmed, yet again, that it is
a challenging but nonetheless, rewarding fishery. There were only four of us this time as
work commitments and calendar clashes meant that a number of the “usual suspects”
couldn’t make it. However, we all caught fish and a couple of mine were probably the best
conditioned fish I have caught there in over 40 years. The vast weed areas are still
frustrating but what Mark and I observed on our last day, were large fish moving around
in the 1 metre or less of water between the weed and the surface. On one occasion, the
biggest fish either of us has ever seen in the “big O”, launched itself into the air only 10
metres or so away. We both estimated that it would have been in the 7 to 8 kilo range and
incredibly fat, more like something from the Tekapo Canal! The season in Lake
Otamangakau doesn’t close until May 31st so there is still time to make a visit, particularly
targeting the TeWhaiau Canal and Lake upstream from the main lake and through which
most of the mature fish run on their spawning journey. Just be sure to use strong (10lb+)
leader!
From a marine perspective, it is apparent that a number of club members are increasingly
participating in saltwater fly fishing and I have received a number of entries for the club
competition. This is a particularly good time of the year to pursue our “briny prey” as many
are busily feeding on the schools of anchovies and other small baitfish which move inshore
around April/May. From my home, I get quite a good view over the Rangitoto Channel and
the Takapuna foreshore and over recent weeks, there have been huge “workups” of feeding
fish attended by vast numbers of terns, gannets and shearwaters, some of this activity only
200-300 metres off the beach. The “trick” is to launch the boat and get to the action before
it dies off or moves away. By my observation over many years, most of the action seems
to coincide with the arrival of a North-westerly wind blowing along Takapuna beach so
that might be a useful “harbinger” to look out for.
See you all at the next club meeting on the 20th.
Dave Symes
President.
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FISHING REPORT
Auckland / Waikato
Barrie, Lloyd, Johan and Brian all headed down to the Little Waipa for a spot of belly boat
fishing recently, and they had a ball. Plenty of fish, stunning scenery, and lots of laughter,
what fishing is all about.

Barrie hooking up on the recent belly boat expedition. Photo courtesy of Johan Kok.
Rotorua
Kerry has been fishing the Ngongotaha a fair bit recently, not a big surprise as with living
in Tauranga he is now only 45 minutes away. Reports from his visits have been promising,
with good numbers of fish being seen and a fair number taking the fly, little apricot glow
bugs.
Unfortunately there has also been a lot of fishing pressure lately as well. So if you find
yourself there and you come upon other anglers, say hello, check if they are moving in the
same direction as you, up or down stream, and then give them a good few hundred metres
of space before getting in the water again. On these small Rotorua rivers that should be at
least 5 – 6 pools left untouched for them. There is room for all if we all share.
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Faith tucked in behind the foliage and casting around the corner to a good pod of fish in
the Tanty Pool on the Ngongotaha Club Trip.
Taupo Region
Russell headed down a couple of weeks ago for his annual pilgrimage of fishing the Lake
Taupo Fishing Competition. As usual he caught a bunch of fish Jigging in the Lake.
Nothing bigger than 4.5pds but plenty of them, and some caught as deep as 60m. He also
managed a number of double hook ups so if you are heading down that way with the boat
then you could be in for some fun.
I have heard very little about Lake Otamangakau recently which invariably means one of
two things, either it is incredibly hard or it is fishing incredibly well. Either way, no one
seems keen to talk about it.
The river mouths, like the Waitahanui, are continuing to produce good quality fish with the
traditional dawn and dusk times giving the best results.
The Tongariro has some cracking Browns as well as a few nice Rainbows being taken.
From what I can see the Rainbows look like recovered fish from a late spawning that have
remained in the river and taken up residence, feeding on the enormous numbers of insects
hatching throughout the summer. The Browns seem to be fish in the river ready to spawn,
or moving through looking for a prospective partner.
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Saltwater
A recent boat trip out to Rangitoto for me was highly entertaining with Snapper freely
taking the fly, and good sized Trevally right under the boat. It is a good time to get out
there, and small Anchovy style patterns seem to be having the best results.

Warren with a couple of nice eating Snapper taken with the salt water fly. Photo courtesy
of Warren Derrick.
Fishy Tales
- If you do have a report, success story, or anecdote to share then just send it to
iconpromote@gmail.com . Happy Fishing and Tight Lines – Freddy Da Fish.
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2021 ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
Notice is hereby given that the Annual General Meeting of North Shore Flyfishers
Incorporated will be held at the Birkenhead RSA, Recreation Drive, Birkenhead, on
Tuesday, 18 May 2021 commencing at 7.30pm.
AGENDA:
1. Welcome
2. Apologies.
3. Ratification of the 2020 AGM minutes.
4. Matters arising from the 2020 AGM Minutes.
5. President’s report for the year 2020-21.
6. Treasurer’s report for the year 2020-21.
7. Subscription rates for FY2021-22.
8. Election of officers and committee, see ‘Important Notes’ below.
9. Presentation of trophies
10. General business
11. AGM close
IMPORTANT NOTES
 FINANCIAL: A copy of the club’s financial position, year ending 30 April 2021,
will be available to view at the Committee table prior to the AGM.


NOTICE OF MOTION: Any member wishing to place a Notice of Motion,
effectively a constitutional change, to be raised at the AGM, must do so by emailing
Secretary, miketmartindale@gmail.com to arrive no later than Saturday, 1 May
2021. This is it may be then circulated the membership prior to the AGM. NOTE:
Any Notice of Motion must have a proposer and seconder and brief supporting
information.

PRESIDENT - SECRETARY - TREASURER - COMMITTEE (up to 5 people)
Nominations for officers and committee must be in writing and received by the Secretary,
miketmartindale@gmail.com, by Saturday 1 May 2021. Each nomination must detail the
proposer and seconder with written acceptance of the nominee.
Floor Nominations: These will only be accepted where a position hasn’t been filled by the
nomination process as detailed above.
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Floor Vote: Where more than one nomination for any position (more than 5 for Committee)
has been received by 1 May 2021 by the Secretary a vote for that position(s) will be held
at the AGM.
The following nominations have been received to date:
Dave Symes – President
Mike Martindale - Secretary
Barrie Barnes - Treasurer
Duncan Frew – Committee
Simon Hoole - Committee
Maurice Parlane - Committee
Pawel Mikolajczyk - Committee
Moved: Lloyd Altham
Seconded: Johan Kok
If you have any questions regarding procedure please contact barrie@flyfishinginxs.kiwi
Tel: 021925006

LAST CLUB NIGHT
Last month we had a video by Johan Kok followed by an open forum question and answer
period. It was a very enjoyable night and thank you once again Johan.
NEXT CLUB NIGHT – 20th APRIL 7.30 PM
This month we are very fortunate to have Rob Vaz talking to us about fishing the dry fly.
He was due to talk to us in February but the first lock down took care of that.
Rob has a history of flyfishing dating back to his early years, making the New Zealand
Flyfishing Team as a young man, fishing all around the world and now running his own
guiding business.
He will be talking to us about fishing the dry fly, for many the pinnacle of all fly fishing.
Watching a Trout come up from the depths and engulf your fly is a sight that once seen
will remain forever in your memory.
It is sure to be an enjoyable night and we look forward to seeing you all there.
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WHY WE FISH
Time is but the stream I go a-fishing in. Its thin current slides away, but eternity
remains."
Thoreau

CHANGES TO CONTACT DETAILS
Committee members organising club trips and similar events are finding that the phone and
email information that we hold for some members has become out of date. If you have
changed your address, landline number, mobile number or email address in the last year or
so and have not passed the new details on to NSFF, could you please advise Barrie Barnes
by email, his email address is barrie@flyfishinginxs.kiwi .

FISHING BUDDIES SOUGHT
The intention is to display a list of names of Club Members that are keen on finding a
‘buddy’ to go fishing with, either on a regular basis or just for a day. In essence it’s a flyfishing dating service…
Name
Availability
Contact Details
Ron Blair
Anytime, has a 14.4 Marco
home 09 834 8841
with 60hp etec Evenrude
mobile 0275 006 336
for serious fishing Salt or Fresh
ron.blair@xtra.co.nz
Les Rose
Retired and is happy to take another home 09 4183634
person fishing during the week.
Has a small 2 person boat.
Graham Carter
Lives in Hamilton, keen on
021 026 00437
weekday / mid-week trips.
07 855 1833
Lloyd Altham
Has 12' Pontoon boat /15 HP Honda. Mob. 021 0295 9167
Available most time, but prefer
Home 09 420 3120
weekdays.
email-lloyd@skysupply.co.nz
John Rust
Anytime. Keen to give it a crack.
021 648 991
joan10@live.com
09 415 4919
Barry Schultz
Has a 551 MacLay with a 90hp
09 4159692
merc used mostly for SW fishing.
e-mail bardot@xtra.co.nz
Also a 6.5 mtr motorhome that
provides transport, accommodation
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Gary Bolstad

Derek Robinson

& meals etc. whilst camped riverside
or beach front, plus is currently
being fitted out to carry a three person
inflatable with a 4 hp motor.
Prefer weekdays or multi day trips
away in the motorhome.
Keen to get out Stream, Lake or even
Mobile 022 379 3070
Saltwater fly-fishing. Has both Fish &
gd.bolstad@gmail.com
Game and Taupo season licences so keen
to go almost anywhere. Retired so free to
go most of the time.
Retired available most times keen to do
Ph 4437311
Waikato streams and most other things.
Mob: 0212 595 371
pamanddek@outlook.com

Fikrit made his annual trip to the Tekapo Canals last month but he was quite upset, he
only caught ‘little ones’ like this 18 pounder… Photo courtesy of Fikrit Chinassi.
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CLUB TROPHIES
Brown Trout Trophy – This is awarded to The Heaviest Brown Trout caught by a Club
Member during the year – May 1st to 30th April. Current holder is Simon Hoole.
Chain Snore Trophy – A fun award given immediately after any Club Trip to the person
who has done the ‘funniest’ thing over the weekend. If nobody has had anything like this
happen it may be awarded to the worst snorer.
Ian Hunt Memorial Trophy – Heaviest Trout caught fly-fishing by a Club Member
during the Pupuke Challenge Competition. A competition run every year to promote the
Lake Pupuke fishery. This was not held this year due to Covid lock down. Current holder
is Lucas Bathurst.
I Love Flyfishing Trophy – Awarded to the Club Member who has caught the most
species of Saltwater fish fly-fishing over the year – 1st May to 30th April. Current holder is
Russell Nelson.
Rodd And Gunn Trophy – This is the Club Competition which takes place over two days.
One Day on a Lake and one day on a River. Current holder is Simon Hoole.
The Lake part of the competition has its own Trophy, the I Love Flyfishing Stillwater
Trophy. Current holder is Meinrad Roehrs.

QUOTABLE QUOTES
Good fishermen know that in talking about fishing, nothing is more interesting than the
truth.
Arthur Ransome - Rod and Line 1980
“BROWN TROUT TROPHY” COMPETITION RULES
Winning fish will be determined by weight.
Verification by partner where possible and/or by photograph.
Details to be provided to any committee member.
Competition period May 1st to April 30th. Prize awarded at AGM in May. Winner’s
name and weight of fish to be published in June club newsletter.
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NORTH SHORE FLY FISHERS CLUB SALT WATER FLY FISHING
COMPETITION RULES
The “essence” of the competition is to encourage club member participation and in the
process, to award a winner’s trophy to the individual who catches the greatest number of
salt water species. It will run from 1st May in one year to 31st April in the next year with
the trophy awarded at the following AGM. For the full rules please refer to the Club
Website www.nsff.org.nz

FLY TYING INSTRUCTION
This is on a postponement at present as our instructor Johan is expecting a baby very soon
and can’t commit to being able to do the online instruction.
Stay tuned for more details on how this will progress over the summer.
If you would like to see the videos of the Flies that have been tied just go to
http://www.nsff.org.nz/ .

CLUB TRIPS 2021
February –Ngongotaha River and Rotorua Lakes FEBRUARY 2022
March – Lake Otamangakau MARCH 2022
April – Whanganui River – Club Competition Trip – 16th 17th 18th April 2021
May – Ngongotaha River and Rotorua Lakes MAY 27th 28th 29th 2021
July – Tongariro and Tauranga Taupo JULY 2021
November – Lake based Club Competition Trip – NOV 2021
December / January – Tuition weekend (Held if enough ‘novice’ anglers are interested)
December – Lake Otamangakau – DEC 2021
The NSF committee arrange various Club Trips over the year to different parts of the
country. If you would like to be involved, or have an idea for a trip please let one of your
committee know.
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WHANGANUI RIVER COMPETITION - CLUB TRIP
This is going to be held on the weekend of 16th-18th/ April and accommodation will be
at Blazing Paddles Taumarunui at a cost of $35 per night.
If you are keen for a spot of Car Pooling just contact Simon.
It is a competition, but it is always set up for a great time fishing and is recommended for
any club members regardless of experience.
We've will be staying with access to a beautiful piece if the river - normally hard to
access, so apart from the competition there will be plenty of great water to fish and enjoy
yourself.
So if you are interested at all just let Simon know on:
Simon Hoole – Mob: 021 037 6047 - Email: hoolesimon@yahoo.co.nz

Fish like this await you on the mighty Whanganui. Photo courtesy of Simon Hoole.
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MAY NGONGOTAHA / ROTORUA CLUB TRIP
This year’s May Club Trip to Rotorua / Ngongotaha will be on the weekend of Thursday
27th, Friday 28th, Saturday 29th and Sunday the 30th of May. We will again be staying at the
Paradise Valley Lodge. Costs will be $105.00 each, which will cover 2 nights’
accommodation in the lodge and a BBQ on Saturday evening. If you want to come down
on the Thursday, as many of us do, then simply add $45 to make it $150.00.
This is always a fun Trip and even if the weather turns to absolute rubbish there is a plethora
of Lakes to fish and you can always find somewhere out of the wind.
If you are keen just let me know which nights you can make ASAP and then pay your
money to the Club.


internet banking to the Club's bank account: North Shore Flyfishers Incorporated
ASB A/c #: 12-3209-0190179-00 (please include your name and the word Ngonga
as a reference);

Duncan – 021 648 956 – iconpromote@gmail.com

Prime, fat Rotorua Rainbows like this await you, not to mention the monster Browns.
Photo courtesy of Andrew MacPherson.
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TUITION TRIP FOR NOVICE ANGLERS
SOUGHT

-

EXPRESSIONS OF INTEREST

This is almost finalized and we will be letting all those that are keen know as soon as
possible.

Andrew with an excellent Rotorua Rainbow. A beautiful day, a great fish, and plenty
more fishing to come, I would be smiling too. Photo courtesy of Andrew MacPherson.
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JOKE OF THE MONTH
The Seven dwarfs go to the Vatican, and because they are the seven dwarfs, they are
immediately ushered in to see the Pope.
Grumpy leads the pack.
"Grumpy, my son," says the Pope, "What can I do for you?"
Grumpy asks, "Excuse me your Excellency, but are there any dwarf nuns in Rome?"
The Pope wrinkles his brow at the odd question, thinks for a moment and answers, "No,
Grumpy, there are no dwarf nuns in Rome."
In the background, a few of the dwarfs start giggling.
Grumpy turns around and glares, silencing them.
Grumpy turns back, "Your Worship, are there any dwarf nuns in all of Europe?"
The Pope, puzzled now, again thinks for a moment and then answers, "No, Grumpy, there
are no dwarf nuns in Europe.”
This time, all of the other dwarfs burst into laughter.
Once again, Grumpy turns around and silences them with an angry glare.
Grumpy turns back and says, "Mr. Pope! Are there ANY dwarf nuns anywhere in the
world?"
The Pope, really confused by the questions says, "I'm sorry, my
son, there are no dwarf nuns anywhere in the world."
The other dwarfs collapse into a heap, rolling and laughing,
pounding the floor, tears rolling down their cheeks, as they begin
chanting......
"Grumpy shagged a penguin!"
"Grumpy shagged a penguin!"
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AUCKLAND WAIKATO FISH AND GAME REEL LIFE MARCH
Arapuni Fishing Contest A Huge Success
The annual Lake Arapuni Fishing Competition was a huge success for participants and Fish
& Game.
The Te Awamutu Fish & Game Association put on their largest competition in the 27 years
the event has been running with several fish near or above the 3kg mark.
Right: Hunter Brunt with a great
Arapuni rainbow.
The family-friendly event attracted
anglers of all ages from all over the
region to chase large rainbows and
browns in Lake Arapuni.
There were not many disappointed
families with plenty of fish, great
camping, and lots of prizes.
Fish & Game were the big winners
compiling heaps of valuable fish data.
Anglers turned in 11 tagged fish from
our first ever sterile fish release.
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A/W Fish &
Game
Chairman
Grant Annon
at the Arapuni
comp prize
giving.

The fish were released in October of 2020 130 mm and some are already over 1 kg.
The sterile fish now growing in Lake Arapuni are the first of their kind to be tested by Fish
& Game.
These fish may mark a big change in how Fish & Game stocks lakes as sterile fish can get
huge in ideal conditions.
But to make sure the sterile fish are beneficial to licence holders we need your help.
If you are fishing Lake Arapuni and get a tagged fish the tag number, length, and weight
of the fish is very important to determine if our sterile fish program is a success or a flop.
If you catch a tagged fish phone 07 849 1666 or send the details to
aucklandwaikato@fishandgame.org.nz.
Low Water And Lots Of Insects Have Put Fish In Good Condition
Local rivers have been fishing well with lots of Cicadas still sounding off in local rivers.
Do not waste your last couple of months of the season as fishing has been good.
Many of our streams are still low and clear with the Mangatutu fishing well above average
despite having poor visibility.
We Are Looking For Female Fly Anglers
Fish & Game staff are looking for female ambassadors to help us break down barriers for
women who want to get into fly fishing.
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If you know of a female fly angler that would make a good ambassador or is willing to
share her experience getting into fly fishing please contact Dr Adam Daniel 022-030-9033
or adaniel@fishandgame.org.nz.
Tight lines.
Dr Adam Daniel, Auckland Waikato Fish & Game.
EASTERN FISH AND GAME REEL LIFE – MARCH
Autumn seasonal change has brought about the need for anglers to adjust tactics to remain
successful.
The long extended period of warmth interspersed by only occasional rain has resulted in
low rivers and lakes with testing surface temperatures.
Most Bay of Plenty rivers are currently very low.
As autumn rain increases it’s a good idea to check water levels here
https://envdata.boprc.govt.nz/Disclaimer?returnUrl=%2F at the Bay of Plenty Regional
Council’s monitoring site.
Click on the map icon, then select the parameter of interest; rain, water temperature, river
level etc.
This is a great site to visit when you are planning a trip.
Despite the cooler conditions summer angling isn’t over just yet.
You’ll still get the opportunity to sling dry flies and nymphs to hungry back country trout,
but as the days become shorter and night time temperatures cool, adult trout will be driven
by the instinct to spawn, and so commence a gradual upstream migration.
Lake Rotorua’s summer stream mouth fishing has finally slowed and the lake’s surface
temperature has eased back to 20 degrees.
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Steve Houghton pictured left, gave us a hand fin
marking some fish for a Tarawera release, then popped
into Okaro for a quick spin fish on the way home and
caught this three and a half pound rainbow.

The summer saw a predictable but spectacular patch of
angling with superb catch rate and some hefty brown
trout being landed especially at the Ngongotaha mouth.
Small dark nymphs on fine tippets were the best pick at
the Awahou and Hamurana and a combination of deaddrift smelt flies and nymphs worked well at the Waiteti.
The smaller, less popular spots are beginning to fish
well as things cool also.
Boat fishing on the lakes has at times been inconsistent
however we are constantly reminded that anglers who
apply all their knowledge and keep making changes until they find the right ‘recipe’ will
be successful.
We interviewed several boats on Tarawera recently, some of them had found success by
trying a method, depth, location and lure for a while, and making a change if that didn’t
produce fish.
Others that were ‘parked’ at a particular location refused to move because “I caught a
couple here last month”.
I suggest you try something for about half an hour, no more, then make a small change,
any change, if that hasn’t resulted in a hook-up.
There’s no point flogging a dead horse!
As winter creeps slowly nearer all eyes are on the regions big lakes, Okataina, Tarawera
and Rotoiti.
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Tim Fahey’s wild
3.5kg
rainbow
from
Tarawera
caught in March
(shown left) has us
all hoping the lake
will produce a
little of the magic
it’s known for this
winter.

Either way, this is the season to catch prime conditioned rainbow trout suitable for the table
as they pack on condition before spawning.
Datawatch tagged trout can now be entered online. Entries go into the draw to win one of
20
free
whole
season
fishing
licences.
https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/QCH5ZR6
Eastern Region Fishing Diaries – All lakes and streams
Fill in your fishing diaries here to help us manage the Eastern Fish & Game region.
Participants go in the draw to win a $100 voucher from Kilwell:
https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/QRSD7D3
Tight Lines
Mark Sherburn, Eastern Fish & Game
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5 ESSENTIALS OF FLY CASTING
This article is by Rene Vaz and copied from the Manic Tackle website
www.manictackleproject.com
1. STRAIGHT LINE PATH
Although all of the five essentials are important, this is by far the most important principle
for a caster to understand. In a fly cast, the fly line follows the direction travelled by the
rod tip. To create a tight loop (which is preferable for both distance and accuracy) the rod
tip must travel in a straight line. When we refer to a straight line we mean both a straight
line when viewed from the side (this is referred to as the casting arc) and also when viewed
from above (birds eye view) which is referred to as tracking.
In regard to the casting Arc: If the rod tip travels in a wide arc (convex) then the resulting
cast will form a wide open loop. Conversely if the rod tip travels in a concave arc then the
cast will form a tailing loop. And lastly as stated before, if the rod tip travels in a straight
line then the cast will result in a tight loop.
In regard to tracking: if the rod does not track in a straight line from the start of the stroke
to the stop at the end of the stroke, then the cast will not transfer maximum energy into the
fly line.
2. VARY THE CASTING ARC
One of the other factors to consider in maintaining straight line travel of the rod tip is the
flex of the fly rod during the cast. When a rod is deeply flexed (or bent) it is much shorter
than if it is extended. Consequently, when making a cast, the amount the rod is flexed needs
to be compensated by altering the casting arc. If it is not compensated for the rod tip will
travel in a concave path and create a tailing loop. Compensation is done easily by increasing
the size of the casting arc as the length of the cast is increased. In other words, with a short
cast only a small arc is required but with a longer cast a larger arc is required.
3. TIMING AND PAUSE
Unlike throwing a ball, fly casting has an equally important backward movement as it does
a forward movement. In other words the back cast is not just a wind up for the forward
cast, it is in itself a cast. Consequently it’s important for the caster to unite the front and
back casts with good timing. This is done by pausing at the end of each stroke to allow the
casting loop to straighten out in front of (on the forward stroke) or behind (on the backward
stroke) the caster. As the length of cast increases the time taken for the line to unravel will
increase and as a result the length of pause necessary will increase.
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4. CORRECT POWER APPLICATION
The application of power is also very important in maintaining the straight line travel of
the rod tip. If power is applied too early in the casting stroke, the rod will bend deeply and
then partially recover causing the rod tip to travel in a concave path resulting in a tailing
loop. Proper application of power during the casting stroke is when the tip of the rod is
accelerated throughout the cast and is finished by a stop at the end. The result is the rod
continues to load (bends more) during the cast and at the end of the cast when the rod is
stopped, it unloads (straightens) and throws the line.
5. REDUCTION OF SLACK
Finally when making a cast it is important to minimise the amount of slack in the line.
Many new casters make the biggest mistakes in this area when making the initial pick up.
In this circumstance the line often lays on the water (or grass) in loose coils, these coils are
slack line. In order to make an effective pick up these coils must first be straightened, if
they are not straightened first a large portion of the energy used during the pick up is used
merely for straightening out the line versus casting it. Poor timing, incorrect power
application and a non-straight line rod tip path can all introduce slack into the cast.
One of the final areas where slack is often introduced is with casters learning the single
and double haul. To ensure slack is minimised during hauling it is important to maintain a
tight line during a single haul and adequate line speed to absorb slack line during a double
haul.
The 6th essential is to enjoy yourself!!!

TIPS FOR NYMPH FISHING DIRTY WATER
This article is my paraphrasing of an article from the midcurrent.com website but
changed in an attempt to make it more applicable to New Zealand.
Fish Your Feet First
In higher water flows and or dirty water the Trout tend to occupy spots very close to the
bank. This happens for two main reasons, A) to get out of the higher fast moving water and
into calmer water where they can expend less energy. B) the slower water is usually going
to be that little bit clearer and therefore carrying less silt, which the Trout don’t like, and
will make seeing prospective food that bit easier.
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Find And Fish Structure
In higher flows the Trout will, as mentioned above, seek out areas of slower moving water.
A big boulder or a log lying in the water will provide a slower back eddy type of water
behind it. The Trout can sit here and weather the faster water in relative comfort.
Don’t Be Afraid To Move Your Flies
This is something we often go out of our way to avoid when fishing a dead drift nymph but
when Trout can’t see well because of off-color water, erratic movement from a potential
food source will often attract attention and elicit a strike. Use the tip of your rod to make
your flies jump about six to eight inches, 15 to 20 centimeters, through the water column,
especially toward to end of the drift.
Fish Dark Patterns
When water clarity falls the dark fly patterns tend to work better. A Black or a Purple fly
will often get much better results than a more naturally coloured option. Suspended
particles in the water column can reflect light. Darker flies offer better profiles than slim,
lighter flies and even flashbacks, for that matter.
Go Big
Go up a couple of sizes in your choice of fly pattern. A great example for me was a weekend
many years ago on the Tongariro. On the Friday the river was running a very dark green,
almost brown colour and a size 10 Dark Green Caddis caught us a bunch of fish. On the
Saturday the river was a perfect mid green but the size 10 only picked up a few fish. A
change to a size 12 in the same pattern worked wonders. By the Sunday the river had mostly
cleared and the size 12 was swapped out for a size 14 Caddis and in a lighter green colour,
and once again the drop in size to match the water clarity did the job.

HUGH CREASY'S COLUMN
Change is coming, chill winds from the south sweep through the forests.
The beech trees respond with a leaf-fall on rain-soaked mosses and ferns, where the slime
moulds and fungi are stirred into life and sprout mysterious fruit bodies as they devour leaf
and wood and enrich the forest floor.
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In turn, rainfall becomes enriched and trickles through the forest floor and into the rivers
where the benthic fauna feeds on microscopic life and are in turn fed upon as the chain of
life continues to the larger fishes and animals who are the top predators.
Predation takes places in all forms of life.
It is how nature works. It becomes most obvious to the angler when somnolent streams
come to life, and fish start jumping and mayflies hatch and anglers grow twitchy with the
desire to predate.
Now is a great time to go fishing.
The covid pandemic has cut foreign tourism to zero, but they will return and there is some
talk of encouraging even larger numbers than in pre-pandemic days when wandering
foreigners polluted our holiday parks and freedom campers turned roadside carparks into
open toilets.
Covid has given the natural world a rest.
Before the pandemic hit, angling on many of our highest producing rivers became
competitive – a race between tourist anglers and accompanying guides and locals.
Fish in many of the smaller streams were and still are sensitive to disturbance.
A stream like the Awarua, also known as Larry’s Creek, a tributary of the Inangahua,
suffered heavy attention because of the large fish it contained.
If you arrived mid-morning on any day of the week you would be too late.
Fish would be put down in every pool as catch and release tourists, not content with
catching one fish and departing for other waters, would fish pool to pool, releasing
traumatised fish that would not take a fly for hours, if not for a day or more.
Even some hard to get to streams like the Nina, where its beautiful pools hold fish in almost
magical settings became scenes of competitive access for locals and tourists.
The Mataura, probably the most productive fishery in the country, was on the tourist's
angler’s trail, and while local economies welcomed the money they spent, local anglers
mourned the loss of the lifestyle they used to know.
Now, tourists have departed and with pressure released, the rivers are once more accessible.
All it takes is the energy to get there.
In the North Island, summer angling has been affected by drought.
Hawke’s Bay rivers have been low and weed growth so heavy that angling has become
difficult, if not impossible.
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The Manawatu system and the Ruamahanga in the Wairarapa were still productive in their
upper reaches but became sludgy where they reached the lowlands.
Landowners who stopped public access so they could sell fishing rights to tourists are doing
it tough, but they get no sympathy from citizen anglers.
Angler access in the North Island is becoming a political football and someone has to take
the bull by the horns and renew citizen rights to the countryside.
In some respects, the British have more and better rights to roam their countryside than we
do in New Zealand.
The difference is that in this country trout are a public resource, not a private one.
As autumn weather cools the rivers and lakes, and oxygen levels rise, insect populations
come to life and trout have to feed heavily to gain condition before spawning and to survive
the onslaught of winter.
The eating qualities of summer fish may deteriorate to the point of tastelessness.
Brown trout especially lose fat and flavour, eventually becoming muddy-tasting and
thoroughly unpleasant.
But feasting on mayflies, caddis, stoneflies, crayfish and juicy terrestrials will have them
putting on condition and fat and flavour.
May and June are the main spawning months and sensitive sections of all waters will be
closed.
As freshes run through the rivers and into the sea, some sea-run fish will come back to
inland reaches to spawn.
They will be larger fish in fine fettle, and their sojourn at sea will have made them well
able to look after themselves.
The lower reaches of our larger rivers will hold these fish until they are able to navigate
upstream to good spawning water.
It is here that spin fishing for big fish comes into its own.
Even smaller rivers like the Hutt and the even smaller streams that run into Porirua Harbour
can hold some big fish intent on spawning.
It takes intense observation to spot the opportunities, but it will be time well spent when
the rewards are in the net.
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EDITORS NOTE
Well, we have had a busy little time with Club Trips lately, the Ngongotaha Trip in
February, followed by the Lake Otamangakau Trip in March, the Saltwater day trip to
Stillwater last weekend, the Club Competition Trip to the Whanganui next weekend and
then the May Trip to Ngongotaha again. Not to mention the Turangi Trip in July.
So, if you have any suggestions for other Trips, particularly ones that would work well
from May through to January, please let any Committee Member know. We are very open
to suggestions.

FISHING FUNNIES

YELLOW – YOU’RE NORMAL
RED – YOU’RE SICK (SEE A DOCTOR)
BLUE – YOU NEED TO BUY NEW FISHING GEAR
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(Opinions expressed in this Newsletter are those of the individual contributors and not neccessarillary those of North Shore Flyfishers Incorporated)

MEMBERS FEEDBACK
We, your committee, are always trying to give you what you want.

But are we??
In order for us to do our job properly we need to have your feedback, positive or negative.
For example, have you been on a club fishing trip? Did you enjoy yourself? What would
you change, if anything? Club nights – what would you like to see more of? Less of? In
short, talk to us.
The contact details of all your committee members are listed at the end of every newsletter.
So if you have something on your mind let us know.
Thank you - Your committee
NSFF CLUB MERCHANDISE
Cap – $15.00 Inclusive of GST
Green or Beige, one size fits all, with embroidered badge.
Embroidered Cloth Badge - $7.50 Inclusive of GST
Brushed Brass Metal Pin Badge - $12.50 Inclusive of GST
If anyone is interested in purchasing these products please either place an order at Club
Nights.
Meetings held the 3rd Tuesday of each month at 7.30pm:
Birkenhead RSA, Recreation Drive, Birkenhead, North Shore City
NORTH SHORE FLYFISHERS EXECUTIVE

Club Patron – Dave McLellan
President - Dave Symes
486-6257
Secretary - Mike Martindale 489 1082
Treasurer - Barrie Barnes 021 925 006
Magazine - Duncan Frew
021 648 956
Committee - Simon Hoole 021 037 6047
Members
Maurice Parlane 021 650 692

Takapuna
Takapuna
Glenfield
Torbay
Northcote
Northcote

dssymes@xtra.co.nz
miketmartindale@gmail.com
barrie@flyfishinginxs.kiwi
iconpromote@gmail.com
hoolesimon@yahoo.co.nz
maurice.p@newwayz.co.nz

North Shore Flyfishers Incorporated
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